WEAREBORNFREE! EMPOWERMENT RADIO STATEMENT
Our participation at this initiative, is based on our involvements and daily
struggle as an independent media platform, that is focusing on marginalized
groups such as; women, LGBTIQ, black people and people of Color. Through our
daily media activities, we would like to strive in raising awareness by improving
communication, coordination and organization of all necessary activities.
As a media platform, we would like to give a space where all organizational
planning and activities can be brought in to discuss and share to the general
public. Through our experience in the system, as activists and People of color, we
feel unsafe and insecure from the daily police violence and harassment on our
brothers and sisters. It is therefore our task as media activists with an
independent platform, to join those who dare to stand by those victims and
vulnerable people to investigate, campaign and uncovered those untold stories to
the general public to know and distinguish the truth out of false narratives.
Death in custody or by police has become a very routine basis here in Germany,
since the influx of migration has started, and in all of the cases are always been
covered and falsify by the state and the responsible persons are neither known,
nor brought to justice. As many of our brothers either got shot, burned or
unknown death by the police.
So Wearebornfree! Together with the respective organizations, individuals and
supporters will firmly investigate, dig and campaign against the death of all those
individuals who has one way or the other got killed either at the custody or by
the security forces. By bringing the root causes, and of course the perpetrators
into public, and face the maximal justice, so that there can be a healing process
for the families, friends and loved ones of the victims.
Therefore, our role as a media platform will play a very vital role in this
campaign, by sensitizing, giving awareness and informing people about all the
planned, upcoming events and procedures on our media channels. And also fully
participating at any activity, where we might be needed.

